This review essay looks anew at the connection between 'deviant' football hooligan literature and contemporary football hooligan subcultures. It considers some implications for the study of male dominated hooligan subcultures and the methodologies to be employed. The essay draws on new research work into the 'low' sport journalism genre of British football hooliganism literature, involving a comprehensive collection and reading of myriad football hooligan fan memoirs as well as interviews with participants. It shows that although hooligan subcultures disappeared from the mainstream media gaze for a time during the 1990s, partly as a result of legislation introduced to curb football gang violence, militaristic police operations and draconian prison sentences in the courts but also partly because of cultural change, there remain traces of these subcultures today. The argument also incorporates the notion that the methodological work which should be undertaken is a study of the simulacrum of hooliganism, the expanding body of football hooligan literature in all of its forms manifesting itself in literary novels and the explosion of 'gangster' memoirs of older football hooligans, which might eventually lead us to better, more informed ethnographies of football hooligan subcultures. The essay further engages with debates in socio-legal studies, sociology, cultural studies and criminology on football hooliganism and modernity and provides a unique bibliography of the field.
the late 1980s/ early 1990s and the later mixing of these moments. The present essay shows that although these subcultures disappeared from the mainstream media gaze for a time, there remain elements or traces of these 'real' subcultures (Wilson, 2006; Hough, 2007) today. The argument is indeed that there is a 'slight return' of the 'emotional hooligan' (1), something of a 'comeback' of football hooligan subcultures in the twenty-first century. But the argument also incorporates the notion that the methodological work to be undertaken should be a reading of the simulacrum of hooliganism, the expanding body of football hooligan literature in all of its forms manifesting itself in the recent explosion of 'gangster' memoirs of older football hooligans, in order to produce, eventually, better informed ethnographies of subcultures. From joint ongoing research work it claims that in Britain many football 'firms' today are made up of 'old boy' (2) hooligans who have returned to the fray after the 'loved up' 1990s (Slaughter, 2004; Courtney, 2002; Hough, 2007) . The essay further engages with debates in socio-legal studies, sociology, cultural studies and criminology on subcultures and contains some insights for post-millennial, post-subcultural studies.
POST-SUBCULTURAL RESEARCH
A certain rethinking of the concept of subculture, as if we are now 'after subculture' (Bennett and KahnHarris, 2004) or 'beyond subculture' (Huq, 2006) , has taken place over the past decade (Blackman, 2006; Greener and Hollands, 2006) . The now defunct Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) seminal work at the University of Birmingham in the 1970s (Hall and Jefferson, 1976; Hebdige, 1979) is infrequently given its due but much of its critique of earlier work on subcultures remains pertinent. As has been pointed out (Free and Hughson, 2003) , for instance, Angela McRobbie's strictures about gender blindness in subcultural research are as relevant to the 'new ethnographies' (Hughson, 1998) of football hooligan subcultures as ever they were. The origins of the concept of 'subculture' in the Chicago School criminology (Jencks, 2005 , Blackman, 2006 of the early part of the twentieth century risk being erased as new generations of scholars emerge, and new subcultures (nu-rave, emo -from emotional punk-and goth) present themselves for analysis. Nevertheless, the emergence of ' clubcultures' and 'postsubculture' (Redhead, 1997c) as new concepts and the subsequent imagining of the figure of the ' postsubculturalist' (see Muggleton in Redhead, 1997c) and the development of a sub-discipline of 'postsubcultural studies' have rapidly gained pace in the new century (Muggleton, 2000; Muggleton and Weinzierl, 2003; Bennett and Kahn-Harris, 2004; Greener and Hollands, 2006) . A symposium held in Vienna, Austria shortly after the turn of the millennium in 2001 entitled 'Post-Subcultural Studies: New Formations within Popular Culture and their Political Impact' (Muggleton and Weinzierl, 2003: 3) helped to kick-start this new international sub-discipline which is situated at the intersection of criminology, sociolegal studies, sociology and cultural studies. Yet studies of football hooliganism have tended to eschew this sub-discipline in favour of more established views of subculture and hooliganism, however theoretically varied (Ingham, 1978; Cohen and Robins, 1978; Robins, 1984; Dunning, Murphy and Williams, 1984 , 1988 , Dunning, Murphy and Williams, 1991 Armstrong, 1998; Giulianotti, 1999; King, 2002; Frosdick and Marsh, 2005) .
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Significantly, then, work on football hooligan subcultures has not featured in this rethinking of subculture in post-subcultural studies, though related studies of contemporary rave culture have figured strongly (Muggleton and Weinzierl, 2003: 101-117; Bennett and Kahn-Harris, 2004: 65-78; Wilson, 2006) . Perhaps the reason for this omission is that little sustained sociological and anthropological theorising and rigorous academic ethnography of football hooligan subcultures has been conducted over the last twentyfive years. Honourable exceptions to this rule are rare (Armstrong, 1998; Robson, 2000; Sugden, 2002 , Sugden, 2007 Slaughter, 2004) . In many other cases it is clear that fans winding up gullible authors with hooligan stories has become almost a national pastime (see, for instance, Buford, 2001 ). Another reason is that the specific intertwining of football hooligan subcultures and rave culture was generally a UK phenomenon rather than an international one (Redhead, 1990 (Redhead, , 1991 (Redhead, , 1993a . A further reason is that football hooliganism has become something of, in Jean Baudrillard's terms (Pawlett, 2007; Merrin, 2005) , a simulacrum through media simulation. The extreme form of football hooligan subculture has manifested itself in the strange ' pulp fiction' of the once underground 'football thug' writing scene. I want to suggest that one way into a realm of better informed ethnographies of contemporary football hooligan subcultures is through this simulacrum.
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HIT AND TELL
As opposed to the relative dearth of recent criminological, sociological or cultural studies accounts of football hooligan subcultures, low culture amateur journalistic accounts continue to proliferate. They are now extensive in number and together form a vast library of hooligan stories in the fashionable, confessional form of sports fan memoir (Redhead, 2004c) . Added to the myriad websites, blogs, e-zines and fans' forums on the internet, these memoirs can be rigorously studied for their contribution to a 'rough' popular memory studies around sport (Brabazon, 2006) . They are, if appropriately employed, able to add to the pre-existing body of knowledge produced in the late 1970s and 1980s (and to some extent 1990s) about football hooligan subcultures.
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There are many dozens of these published accounts by so-called 'top boys', with a variety of club 'firms', 6
'crews' or gangs involved. There are even A-Z volumes of hooligan firms, mapped historically and geographically throughout the nation. As one book's dust jacket proclaimed, it 'covers the whole spectrum of gangs from Aberdeen to Luton Town…the Barnsley Five-O and their vicious slashing at the hands of Middlesbrough…the combined force of Dundee Utility…the riots of the Leeds Service Crew…Benny's Mob, the Main Firm, the Lunatic Fringe, the Bastard Squad -they're all here, together with numerous photos of mobs, fights and riots' (2005 first edition of Lowles and Nicholls, 2007) . The majority of these 'hoolie lit' books by self-styled 'hooliologists' have been published in the short twenty-first century and are mainly about events in the era of the 1970s and 1980s, and, to some extent, the 1990s. 'Facts' about these events, and conversations during them, are seemingly treated in a cavalier way and in a completely unchronological order, though many of these texts are adorned with photographs and newscuttings kept contemporaneously by the authors in their hyper-diarising of their hooligan activities and media notoriety. The ritual stoking of the historical and geographical rivalries between fans, clubs and gangs, however, is always the aim and this purpose is more or less achieved.
football hooligan gangs in Britain since the watershed year of 1967-1968 (when skinheads were first emerging as a youth culture) is therefore, adding the previous 143 identified, 393. It is noteworthy that the authors of two volumes on British football hooligan gangs history (Lowles and Nicholls, 2006, 2007) claim to have interviewed 200 hundred former hooligans. The cultural mapping of football hooligan gangs for ethnographic and historical research purposes for post-subcultural studies is aided and abetted by the extensive hit and tell literature and its oral history of football, culture and modernity.
Names, not just numbers, of the football hooligan crews are themselves significant. They have often been used to confuse enemies: other firms, the media and police. They are an integral part of the argot and style, the reflexive subcultural language of football hooligans, even if the gangs are small and relatively short lived. Hyper-localised notoriety is what is sought, often down to the pub or street where the firms meet. A banner at a Liverpool home game at Anfield in the 2006-7 season read 'We are not English, We are Scouse'. One effect of this football hooligan literature surveyed in this essay is to provide an historical glossary of the oblique discourse of the football firms during the last quarter of a century, which can be aped, and adapted, by newcomers on the scene. 'Inter-city' and ' Service' refer to long gone railway provision enabling crews to travel to away games in the 1970s and 1980s. 'Scarfers' or 'shirts' denote ordinary football supporters (who often wear scarfs or shirts in club colours) as opposed to 'casuals' who are the ' well-dressed' hooligans. 'Billy whizz' is amphetamine. 'Under-fives' are junior hooligan crews. 'On their toes' means to run away. 'Toe to toe' is fighting at close quarters. 'On top' is trouble about to happen. There are also regional variations which mark out territory. 'Scally' (for casual) is used as a term of abuse outside Merseyside but a badge of pride inside (Nicholls, 2002) . 'Trainees' (for training shoes) would only be used by those born on Merseyside (Hewitson, 2003) . 'Woollyback' is everyone's way of describing the out-of-towners not from a large conurbation or city. 'Briefs' (tickets) and 'tom' (for jewellery, originally in cockney rhyming slang 'tomfoolery') are phrases well used in street gangs everywhere.
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In the 1980s and early 1990s these hit and tell 'football thug' authored writings appeared in underground fanzines or very limited edition, poorly distributed, hastily printed books (Redhead, 1987 (Redhead, , 1991 (Redhead, , 1997a . But by the late 1990s a distinctive market had been created and a number of tiny independent publishers with a finger on the pulse of the vagaries of casual culture responded by commissioning a host of new books with relatively small margins for profit. The best example of the 'hit and tell' genre are the 'true confession' writings published since 1997 by an independent venture called Milo Books based in North West England with its own internet website, but other small independent publishers, mainly shipping product to high street book and music shops, have been emerging in recent years. The most prominent apart from Milo are: John Blake Publishing, begun in the 1990s by the journalist John Blake, Headhunter Books, begun in 2004 by the former hooligan and writer Martin King, and Pennant Books, begun in 2005 by the former hooligan and writer Cass Pennant. Milo, a small scale Lancashire publishing business, originally located in Bury and subsequently removed to Lytham St Annes and then Wrea Green, is the brainchild of journalist Peter Walsh, who, in his forties is the same age as the 'old boy' hooligans who write the memoirs that he publishes.Walsh, who was educated in Blackpool, worked as a reporter for various newspapers in his career including the Manchester Evening News, the Daily Mail, The Sun and the Coventry Evening Telegraph, and also the BBC. He has produced provocative investigative journalism on contemporary gang violence for various different media. In particular his study of the Manchester gang wars in the 1990s is an outstanding, well researched journalistic account of organised and disorganised crime in a contemporary urban setting (Walsh, 2003) which would easily qualify on quality grounds for university criminology reading lists. His publishing company has also showcased other sharp journalistic portrayals of the historical contours and current shape of the British underground economy (Barnes, Elias and Walsh, 2001; Barnes, 2000; Blaney, 2005) . Walsh, the publisher, has also worked jointly with his authors in some cases, especially in the writing of the histories of Manchester United (O'Neill, 2005) and Manchester City (Francis with Walsh, 1997) football gangs. Walsh has subsequently expanded his publishing enterprise to include books on boxing, street fighters, bare-knuckle fighting, anti-fascist left wing violence and biographies of American gangsters but it is the hooligan memoirs which fill the bookshelves and gain most lurid publicity for his company. The public launches of the books are effectively gatherings of dozens of 'old boy' hooligans who twenty years ago would have been leading their firms into battle but who now swap authors' stories over a few beers. Mark 'Jasper' Chester, author of two Milo books, recalls the media moral panic over the launch of one of them, his twenty-year story of 'life with the naughty forty football firm' attached to Stoke City. Chester says (Chester, 2005 : 1-3):
The initial outrage…turned to a full outcry of anger and disbelief when the authorities discovered my intended launch venue and so a media campaign against the book gained momentum. Despite once being a fiercely private person, I had spilt my guts on to the keyboard of a laptop over the previous twelve months and I now found myself toe to toe with the media, the police and Stoke City Council…The fact that I was one of those "mindless thugs" who could actually hold an intellectual conversation, instead of frothing out abuse and foul-mouthed obscenities, meant the council raised no objection…The event was something a bit special even by our standards. The Kings Hall in its heyday was a concert venue, and that's exactly what we had, a rowdy concert. In excess of 1,300 people crammed into the venue from two in the afternoon until mid-night…Between bands, DJs kept the mood moving with guest appearances from the author of Casuals, Phil Thornton, and Farm front man Peter Hooton. The whole place was enveloped in testosterone as ninety per cent of the congregation was male and most full-on football hooligans of all ages and experience.
As a small, hand to mouth operation, Milo has gained from moral panic on the one hand and the mixing of music and football culture on the other. Milo Books, along with Pennant, John Blake and Headhunter Books, have rapidly become part of a 'cult' publishing category. This style has now become so familiar that it has provoked publishers to produce their own comic parodies of the genre (Fist and Baddiel, 2005; Cheetham and Eldridge, 2006) extending to contents pages -' Chapter Fucking One', 'Chapter Fucking Two', etc.
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The hit and tell genre, recounts, indeed celebrates, hyper-violent male football fandom associated with a particular British league club and its mob, crew or firm. The rivalry between the crews or firms (the main content of the books: who did what to whom and when) is now compounded by the rivalry between the books, and authors, themselves. The books are written in the form of fan memoir but nothing could be further from the literary style and social function of the original 'soccerati' writing of Nick Hornby (Hornby, 1992) who helped to make football culture fashionable after Italia 90 (Redhead, 1991 (Redhead, , 1997a . None of these books have any pretensions to formal style or literary protocol, though at least two (Gall, 2005 (Gall, , 2007 are fully authored by a female professional journalist who made contact with the Birmingham City and Leeds United gangs in question. The books adopt deliberately ' trashy' formats. It is a self-conscious punk, Do-It-Yourself 'trash aesthetic' which is pursued. Titles are long and winding. Even if the headline is snappy, the effect is a parody of a blend of tabloid journalism and hard boiled crime fiction. Quotations and conversations are made up. 'Fuck', 'cunt', 'shit' are the most common words used in all of these texts, and not just in the conversations haphazardly put into quotations. The authors are almost always male and in their late thirties or forties, the 'old boys' in Patrick Slaughter's term (Slaughter, 2004) . Originally what was once referred to by Nick Hornby and his media cheerleaders as the 'new football writing' (King, 2002 ) steered clear of hooligan stories. But later in the 1990s and early 2000s, as ' gangster chic' British movies flooded the cinemas, a market was created for the hooligan 'hit and tell' accounts which were often ' fictionalised' -in form if not in content. These non-fiction commodities were effectively 'pulp', appearing in 'true crime' sections of bookshops and libraries rather than sport journalism shelves. They became so ubiquitous that it started to be a badge of honour for firms to refuse to co-operate with publishers to produce the authorised 'old boy' memoir of their crew. That was the only way for the contemporary mob to look distinct and different from its rivals. Leeds United hooligans were an example of this for some time but succumbed eventually to a Leeds Service Crew memoir (Gall, 2007) . 'Smaller' clubs, ostensibly without well know firms, have often been covered in these texts. For example, the Brimson brothers Dougie and Eddie, in particular, have contributed numerous hit and tell accounts, initially about Watford but eventually over the years on British football hooliganism in general (Brimson and Brimson, 1996a , 1996b Dougie Brimson, 1998a Eddie Brimson, 1998b ). Dougie Brimson was also responsible for the script for a football hooligan gang feature film directed by Lexi Alexander and starring Elijah Wood, originally called The Yank but renamed Green Street (after the film's fictional football firm the Green Street Elite) when released in 2005.
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REPETITIVE BEAT GENERATION
The hooligan ' fiction' category was literally accurate in some cases as, during the mid-late 1990s, a new breed of contemporary fiction writers, which I, with heavy irony, labelled the 'repetitive beat generation' emerged into the media spotlight after spending years on the literary fanzine circuit (Redhead, 2000: xi-xxviii) . These novelists, again mostly of the age of the 'old boy' hooligan writers, proceeded to paint a more convincing picture of the history of modern British soccer fan culture, rave culture and its connection to hooliganism (Courtney, 2002; Redhead, 1993a Redhead, , 1993b than much formal ethnographic work by sociologists of deviance or sociology of sport or even, for that matter, journalists and undercover police involved in the 'hooligan wars' (Perryman, 2002) . Cult fiction writers like John King wrote short stories and novels to fill in the gap where anthropology and sociology had once been. King's debut novel The Football Factory sold hundreds of thousands of copies and later became a feature film in the mid-2000s much bootlegged by former and currently active football hooligans. The ' repetitive beat generation' created what they saw, following mentors such as Alan Sillitoe, David Storey and James Kelman, as a ' new working class fiction' around soccer hooliganism and popular music culture. John King's popular culture fiction trilogy completed by his seventh novel Skinheads is based on the connections between popular music and white working class youth culture from the 1970s onwards (King, 2001 (King, , 2008 . The other loose football fiction trilogy (3) of novels by John King (King, 1996 (King, , 1997 (King, , 1998 , alongside sections of much of the fiction, screenplays and playscripts of Irvine Welsh, gave versions of territorial male soccer fan and music culture, and casual football hooliganism, which often eclipsed those of criminologists, sociologists and cultural studies ethnographers. Irvine Welsh's fictional writing (Welsh, 1993 (Welsh, , 1994 (Welsh, , 1995 (Welsh, , 1996a (Welsh, , 1996b (Welsh, , 1998a (Welsh, , 1998b (Welsh, , 1999 (Welsh, , 2001a (Welsh, , 2001b (Welsh, , 2002 (Welsh, , 2007 is full of acute observations of football casual culture and punk and rave culture, hidden references to those cultures and (along with John King) the most historically accurate examples of contemporary street language of football hooligans and clubbers (4). Welsh, correctly cited in much literature as a long time fan of Hibernian FC, was somewhat ludicrously featured in a book of interviews with 'terrace legends', the majority of whom were self-styled 'old boy' former football hooligan gang leaders writing their memoirs (Pennant and King, 2003: 267-274 King and Welsh used their own extensive participation in soccer fan cultures and football hooligan subcultures with, respectively, Chelsea and Hibernian, since the 1970s to write their formally fictional texts (5) . As with John King, Welsh's non-fiction writing also draws frequently on his extensive knowledge of football fan culture. For Welsh, now 50 years of age and having played a leading role in the ' Irvine Welsh phenomenon' (Kelly, 2005; Buchanan, 2007) , it is widely misunderstood that much of his writing was self-consciously a 'response to the changes' of the last twenty years and 'how they affect working class communities in general' (Redhead, 2000: 142) . In John King's case, though he went to his first game in 1970 and attended for a full season initially in 1976, watching from Chelsea's infamous Shed end, he asserted to me that he was always constantly searching for a 'punk' influenced 'honesty' and ' integrity'. King 'started writing in the early 1990s and did a load and looked at it and thought "this is rubbish", you've got to think about how you're going to write and people do say fuck and cunt, I say fuck and cunt, so you've got to write it down no matter what your mum says' (Redhead, 2000: 53) . King remembers especially (Redhead, 2000: 57) the 'old boys' at Chelsea's 1998 European Cup Winners Cup Final triumph where:
in Stockholm there were twenty-five thousand men there between the age of twenty-five and forty-five. There were blokes there who were our heroes, six or seven years older than us, "leaders" of the Shed, staying in the Sheraton Hotel. And a lot of those blokes have made money. They're no mugs, even though they might look back on it with a little bit of embarrassment they'll probably say they were the best days of their life.
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The hooligan fiction genre has been frequently attempted but without anything like the same panache or historical accuracy as Kevin Sampson (6), John King or Irvine Welsh (Anderson, 1996; Eddie Brimson, 1998a; Dougie Brimson, 1998b . Its literary versions, added to the hit and tell memoirs, make rich starting points for academic ethnographers.
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Alongside the repetitive beat generation fiction literature, the hit and tell books celebrate and romanticise football hooligan subcultures which began in the late 1970s with the development of casual youth culture (Thornton, 2003) and mutated to some extent into rave culture in the late 1980s. Designer labels and soccer have gone hand in hand since the late 1970s and early 1980s 'subcultural' moment of casual, becoming mainstream sometime in the mid 1980s and an international youth style ever since. Casual history, or history of the 'casual', in fact, is the missing key to the sociology of British soccer hooligan culture over the last forty years. Merseyside was the birthplace of what became 'casual' youth culture quickly followed by Manchester and then London, and eventually other cities. Hewitson (2003) . There are also websites on casual music, football fandom and fashion (see for example http://www.swinemagazine.co.uk, http://www.countylads.comand http://www.footballcasuals.com). It is possible, through these various texts, to situate casuals in a youth subcultural timeline from the scuttlers of the late nineteenth century through teds, rockers, mods and skinheads of the 1950s and 1960s and suedeheads and punks of the 1970s until they join up with ravers in the 'acid house' years of the late 1980s and early 1990s. Casuals began as a 'post-mod' (Hewitt and Baxter, 2004; Hewitt, 2000) , ' (McLaughlin and Redhead, 1985) on the eve of the 1985-1986 soccer season, several years of growth of soccer casual culture had meant that a majority of professional league soccer teams in Britain could boast their own casual firm, or very often, multiple casual firms. In the intervening twenty years many of the most active football hooligan gang members have spent considerable amounts of time in prison, convicted usually of ' football-related offences'. Football legislation, beginning with aspects of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994, increased state intervention on football hooliganism and created a climate of militaristic policing and draconian prison sentences in the courts. The hit and tell memoirs often have a section of court trial and prison diaries. Increasingly, too, football hooligan subcultures overlapped in these years with a range of illegal activities in the 'underground economy' (Sugden, 2002 (Sugden, , 2007 ) from using and dealing recreational drugs, through gun running and planning heists to organising ticket touting and horse racing scams. Again it is clear that the hooligan memoirs trace the common biography of men now in their forties who heavily involved themselves in the rave scene of the late 1980s and drifted into various criminal activities in the 1990s (Blaney, 2003 (Blaney, , 2007 only to frequently return to football firms in the 2000s.
FOOTBALL HOOLIGANISM AND MODERNITY
What the hit and tell genre provides, as has been seen, is a possible cultural criminology supplement (7) for post-subcultural studies. Methodologically it allows academics to add events, stories, language and colour to a history of youth culture which was already partly written at the time in the 1970s and 1980s. It provides material for reflection and correction of previously mistaken assumptions. It adds to a 'rough' popular memory around sport studies and subcultures and further identifies 'faces' and 'top boys', however partially, so that sustained ethnographic, participant observation, work can be undertaken with 'old boy' hooligans in various contemporary firms. Lastly, it provides the possibility of repairing the gaps in contemporary knowledge of football hooligan subcultures within post-subcultural studies. (Sugden and Tomlinson, 2002; Redhead, 2007b) and 'post-subcultural studies' -and indeed theories of subculture, youth culture and popular culture overall, an amalgam I once christened 'Popular Cultural Studies ' (McRae, 2006) ? In a recent series of debates, a binary division between subcultural theorists and post-subcultural theorists has appeared (Greener and Hollands, 2006; Blackman, 2006) . For some theorists (Blackman, 2006; Bennett, 2006) a general 'postmodern subcultural theory' has been identified in these debates which includes 'post-subcultural' theory drawing on such theorists as Jean Baudrillard. My own past work on subculture, rave and football hooliganism has been seen to be part of this cluster of 'postmodern subcultural theory' (Hollands, 2002; Chatterton and Hollands, 2003; Greener and Hollands, 2006; Blackman, 2006; Bennett, 2006) where youth styles are said to be 'depthless, transitory and internally fragmented'. As part of the rethinking of my own earlier work and the connections to a more general long term project of reworking social theory and its relation to modernity (8), I have introduced the terms 'accelerated culture' (Redhead, 2004a , Redhead, 2004b , Redhead, 2006 and 'non-postmodernity' (Redhead, 2008a) . The notion of 'non-postmodernity' is conceived in stark contrast to those who see postmodernity as an era (Guilianotti, 1999) , in other words something to follow on, historically, from modernity. It is also in contrast to those former postmodernist theorists like Zygmunt Bauman (9) who now detect a linear move from 'solid modernity' to 'liquid modernity'. Bauman is one of a number of theorists who have adopted a linear history to explain a move within modernity -in Bauman's case, liquid modernity follows on from the previous state, solid modernity. Bauman's work, especially since he eschewed the terms postmodern, postmodernity and postmodernism, is of considerable value despite its adoption of a linear history. A good introduction to 'liquid modernity' (Bauman, 2000) is his own short introductory book on the 'liquid' project (Bauman, 2007) . In my argument, an adequate theory of modernity (Redhead, 2005 ) requires a critique of linearity. A non-linear history is given by the adoption of the concept of 'accelerated culture'. Modernity has always been accelerated in this history, ever since, in the 1840s, Marx and Engels coined the idea of modernity as 'all that is solid melts into air'. The football hooligan memoir is part of this cyclical, circular non-linear history. It all comes round again. The 'moments' of the birth of casual history in the late 1970s and rave culture in the late 1980s are kept alive in the slight return of football hooligan subcultures through the hit and tell genre. Reading the often bizarre simulacrum of football hooliganism literature can help to plot the 'timeline' of British football hooliganism since the1960s whilst simultaneously critiquing linear history.
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NOTES
1. For the 'low culture' source of the term 'slight return' see the Jimi Hendrix Experience Electric Ladyland double album from the late 1960s; Hendrix's 'Voodoo Chile' is accompanied on the album by another track 'Voodoo Chile (Slight Return)'. The 'low culture' roots of the figure 'emotional hooligan' is a track called ' Emotional Hooligan' on the 1990s On-U Sound album End-of-the-Century Party by Gary Clail, produced by Adrian Sherwood (released as a single and featured on Top of the Pops), the title of which was based (with my permission) on the book The End-of-the-Century Party: Youth and Pop Towards 2000 (Redhead, 1990) . The Barmy Army On-U Sound album The English Disease, produced by Adrian Sherwood, also from the early 1990s, features cut-ups of my field research tapes from the football terraces and face to face interviews.
